Abstract.
Introduction
Let R be any commutative algebra and x £ R. An element y £ R is said to be x-torsion if xky = 0 for some k . R has x-torsion bound m if xmy = 0 for any x-torsion y £ R . R has global torsion bound m if m is an x-torsion bound for all x e 7?. R has global nilpotence bound m if xm = 0 for all nilpotent x £ R. For any algebra R, x £ R has nilpotence k if xk = 0 and xk~x ¿0.
Let s/ be the Steenrod algebra at prime 2. Let s/(nx, n2, ...) be the Z2-submodule of sf generated by the Milnor basis elements Sq(rx, r2, ...) with r, < 2"' for all i. If 3k such that «, = 0 for all i > k then we will write sf(nx, ... , nk) for s/(nx, n2, ...). s/(nx, n2, ...) is a Hopf subalgebra of s/ if and only if nv > min{«"_", nu + u -v} for all u, v with v > u > 1 . Further, these are the only Hopf subalgebras of sf , [2, 3] .
Let T = sf (nx, ... , nk) be any finite Hopf subalgebra of sé and 77* (T) = Extr(Z2 , Z2). Our main results are Theorem 1.1. 77* (Y) has a global nilpotence bound which is computable by Proposition 1-3 below. Theorem 1.2. Any global nilpotence bound for 77*(T) is also a global torsion bound (and hence an x-torsion bound for any element x £ H*(T)) and vice versa.
Thus the global nilpotence bounds in Theorem 1.1 are also global torsion bounds for 77* (T). None of the bounds given above are known to be the best possible, i.e. there may be smaller bounds than those given. The following propositions are those referred to in Theorem 1.1. Proposition 1 (W. H. Lin [6] ). 77* (T) is nilfree if and only if (a) T = s/(0, ... , 0, nt, nt+x, ...) with n¡ < t Vi, or (b) T = sf (0, ... , 0, 1, «r+i, «,+2, ... ) with n, < t + 1 Vi and n¡ -t +1 for at least one j. In this case, 77* (T) trivially has global nilpotence bound 1. then 77*(Y) has global nilpotence bound J2"j=\wjmj ■
In §11 we will define the notion of a 'k, m-allowable' Hopf subalgebra of Yes/ (Definition II.4). To such a Hopf algebra Y we will associate Hopf subalgebras r(/t) and r(m) (Definition II.3). We will also define a sense in which a Hopf algebra can be built up from a Hopf subalgebra 'by the addition of one generator whose class is hs¡t' (Definitions II. 1 and II.2).
Proposition 3. For any Y and any integers k, m such that Y is k, m-allowable, Y is obtained from Y(k) (and also from r(m)) by the addition of one generator whose class is h"k k (resp. hnm,m) and such that, While there is always one pair of integers k, m so that Y is k, m-allowable in Proposition 3 (unless 77*(Y) is nilfree), there are often several such pairs. The freedom in choosing between such pairs gives rise to several different strategies for computing global nilpotence bounds that trade simplicity of computation for decreased size of the bounds.
The following is by far the simplest formula, but yields very large bounds. We restrict ourselves to the case Y = s/n -sf(n + 1', «,..., 3, 2, 1). Theorem 1.3. H*(s/n) has global nilpotence bound 2(("+1)("+2)(n+3'/2).
The next method of computation yields the best possible bounds that are attainable by the methods of Theorem 1.1, but does so at the expense of requiring extensive calculations to compute most bounds. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use A comparison of bounds for H*(sfn) for « < 6 given by these two methods is shown in Table 1 . The bounds given by Theorem 1.4 are known to be the best possible for H*(s/o) and H*(sfx). H*(sf2) must have a global nilpotence bound > 4 [11] . For « > 3 the global nilpotence bound for H*(s/") must be >2"+1 [5] . The results in this paper constitute the major results of the author's Ph.D. thesis [10] under Donald Davis at Lehigh. The author is very grateful for the help and mathematical contributions of D. Anick, D. Davis, M. Hopkins, and G. Stengle. The helpful comments of the referee are also much appreciated.
II. Background and notation
Let R be a commutative algebra. An ideal £P c 7? is prime if â0 ^ R and xy £ P =$> x £ ¿P or y £ ¿P for any x, y £ R. An ideal € is primary if € ± R and x y £ S => y £ <S or xk e ¿? for some k . If ^ is any ideal then the radical of S is defined to be r(J^) = {x £ R : xk £ J*~ for some k £ N}. The radical of an ideal is an ideal. The radical of a primary ideal is prime. The radical of a prime ideal is the ideal itself. If R is Noetherian, every ideal contains a power of its radical. In a Noetherian algebra every ideal is a finite intersection of primary ideals. Such a decomposition J7 = fl/Li^i is said to be minimal if the ^ = r(€f) are all distinct and éf, does not contain fLy,f or any i or j. Every ideal in a Noetherian ring has a minimal decomposition and the «^ are uniquely determined.
Let si* be the dual of si . Milnor [9] showed that si* ~ Z2[£i , 6 ,&,... ] with diagonal map ip :si* -* si* ®si* given by y(Çm) = T,a+b=m it ®£b on generators and extended to be an algebra homomorphism. This may be computed via the cobar resolution which is described fully in [1] .
We now give some technical definitions that will be required in this paper. We will show in §IV that if Y is k, m-allowable then Y^ and r(m) are Hopf subalgebras of Y. A good reference for the background material in commutative algebra is [4] . Background on the Steenrod algebra and its subalgebras can be found in [8] .
III. The existence of global bounds
In this section we prove Theorem 1.2. In order to do so we require the following result. Let Y = si (nx, ... , nk) be any finite Hopf subalgebra of si .
Theorem ULI (Wilkerson [ 12] ). 77*(Y) is Noetherian.
Theorem III.2. Any Noetherian algebra R has bounded x-torsion Vx £ R.
Proof. For any x £ R, define Ann(x) = {y £ R : yx = 0}. Consider the ascending chain of ideals:
Since R is Noetherian, this ascending chain must become stationary. Thus there is mx such that Ann(x<:) = Ann(xWjc) for all k > mx and mx is the least such integer. Hence, xky = 0 => xmxy = 0. O
The following theorem was shown to the author by G. Stengle. Proof. This is an obvious corollary to the previous theorem (take y = 1). But it has a simpler proof. Since 7? is Noetherian the ideal (0) must contain some power of r(0), which is just the set of nilpotents in 7?. D Theorem III.5. 7« any Noetherian algebra the smallest global torsion bound and the smallest global nilpotence bound are equal. (w) ) by the addition of one generator ak (resp. am) so that a^a^' = 0. By the induction hypothesis, Bound(r(¡)) is a global nilpotence/torsion bound for H*(Y^) for any i such that Yi¡) is a proper subalgebra (i.e., «, ^ 0), since then cT(r(/)) < o(Y). Thus by Proposition 2, 77*(T) has global nilpotence/torsion bound Wo-Bound(r(¿.)) + wx • Bound(r(m)). Since this will be true for any choice of the pair k, m such that Y is k, m-allowable, we can take the minimum of all such values to get the best possible value using these methods. This is precisely what Bound(T) is, completing the induction and hence the proof. D So we must now prove Propositions 1-3. Proposition 1 was proved by W. H. Lin [6] .
In order to prove Proposition 2 we require the following result of Lin [6] . It should be noted at this point that we will only require the cases «=1,2 for our purposes.
It now remains to prove Proposition 3. In doing so we imitate the methods of Lin [6] . We proceed by a series of lemmas. Throughout we will let Ysi (nx,n2, ...) be any finite Hopf subalgebra of si .
Lemma IV.l. hs j is a well-defined nonzero element of 77*(Y) if n¡ + i -1 + 1 < s < n, for ail i < t. 
